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The recent experimental results of the photon fields measurements in the vicinity of the
spent fuel temporary storage and inside the storage hall are presented. The containers Castors
440 are used for temporary storing of the burnt up fuel assemblies in the Czech nuclear power
plant Dukovany.

The set of periodical measurements was performed in order to get basic information on
the time dependence of the photon fields spatial distributions and spectral characteristics at the
temporary storage hall and its vicinity. Aim of this photon field analysis was to assess the
radiation risk inside of storage and influence of the storage on environment at its vicinity as
well as evaluate and estimate time dependence of these factors, corresponding to the gradual
storage filling.

For the direct measurements the high sensitive dose / dose rate portable monitor with
special combined scintillation detector, compensated for the energy and directional
dependence, was used. The u-Nomad (EG&G Ortec) portable scintillation spectrometer with
<j)3"x3" Nal(Tl) detector was used for the spectrometry measurements. The deconvolution
technique based on the knowledge of the detection system response matrix and Scofield-Gold
iterative method was used for the spectrometry data mathematical processing. This technique
enables to calculate the spectral distributions of the required dosimetric quantities. Knowledge
of this spectral distributions makes it possible to identify (in limits of detector resolution)
main radionuclides, contributing to the analysed photon field and evaluate their contributions.
Necessary detection system response matrixes were calculated using Monte Carlo method. For
correct interpretation of the results of low level (natural) background measurements it is
necessary to consider that spectra in energy interval up to 3 MeV do not cover main part of
cosmic ray component response and calculated values correspond practically only to terrestrial
component.

Set of measurements in the storage vicinity was done for the nine reference points,
selected around the storage building. To follow development of the photon field
characteristics with gradual filling the storage, the set of identical measurements was repeated
periodically (8 times up to now). First measurements (27/11/95) were carried out for empty
storage before opening the operation. Overview of measured air kerma rates is in the Fig. 1.
Systematically lower values at 11/12/95 and 11/03/96 are due to about 15-20 cm snow layer.
Most of results lies safely in the 15% error band (guarantied measuring method accuracy).
Exception is slight increase (about 25-35 % in comparison with mean values) of the measured
values in the points e end g , that are closest to the filled part of the storage.

Spectral distributions of the air kerma rates (calculated from the scintillation
spectrometry data) for all measured points represent typical background terrestrial component.
No specific contribution of the stored fuel to any part of spectra was identified up to now
(including mentioned points e and g).
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Some results of measurements inside the storage hall are also presented, influence of the
neutron field component is discussed.

Performed photon fields analysis in the temporary spent fuel storage vicinity, and inside
the storage hall respectively, give a basic view and assessment of the radiation hazards and
trends of development of this hazards. It was confirmed, that there is no substantial influence
of the storage on the photon fields and environment in the storage vicinity up to now.

Fig. 1 : Air Kerma Rates in the Spent Fuel Temporary Storage Vicinity
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